
Berkeley Homes
takes tilt at CapCo's
Earls Court site

It is not clear whether Berkeley, run by veteran builder Tony Pidgley, is
interested in the entire Earls Court site
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The upmarket housebuilder Berkeley Homes

is eyeing an approach for the Earls Court site

owned by Capital & Counties, the troubled
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FTSE 250 property developer.

Berkeley, run by veteran builder Tony Pidgley,

is understood to have held a preliminary

conversation with CapCo about the west

London scheme in the past six weeks, but

sources said it had not progressed.

CapCo valued its Earls Court interests at £1bn

at the end of last year. Although that was a

28.5% cut from the peak valuation at the end

of 2015, Berkeley is understood to believe the

site is worth roughly half that amount.

It is not clear whether Berkeley is interested in

CapCo’s entire Earls Court interests or just its

share in a joint venture with Transport for

London over part of the site, valued at £561m.

CapCo has been buReted by the waning

market for luxury London properties and a

political row with Hammersmith & Fulham

council, which turned from Tory to Labour in

2014. Part of CapCo’s scheme falls within the

borough. In January, the council branded it

“undeliverable”.

https://www.eurotunnel.com/uk/home/


Predators have scented opportunities amid

CapCo’s problems. Olayan Group, a Saudi

Arabian fund with links to Britain’s Chelsfield,

is understood to have been looking at its other

main asset, properties in Covent Garden worth

about £2.5bn.
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Comments are subject to our community guidelines, which can be

viewed here.
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nickyp 17 hours ago

Berkeley Homes...upmarket? You jest, surely.
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